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Le plagiat est une violation du droit d'auteur, la science
ouverte ne l 'est pas :  c ’est avant tout une nouvelle
opportunité pour les bibliothèques de clarifier la question

Plagiarism is a serious misconduct and one of the worst intel lectual
offenses that can be found in academia.  Plagiarism is usurping
knowledge and cerebral  creations of others.  Broadly speaking,
plagiarism is a copyright infr ingement.  On the other hand, open science
advocates for making research publications and data freely avai lable.  In
many cases,  open science implies reproducing,  altering or distr ibuting
the work of others without permission. There are many legal
uncertainties and questions related to the use of intel lectual  works in
the open science scenario and that is  also an opportunity for l ibraries.
In this sense,  many l ibraries around the world have created copyright
off ices that,  among other responsibi l i t ies,  provide information
assistance in relat ion to these questions.  This presentation wil l  review
and discuss the concept of plagiarism and the legal  options that can be
used to avoid it ,  the concept of open science,  as i t  was presented at the
Associat ion of European Research Libraries (LIBER) by the Ministère de
l ’Enseignement supérieur,  de la Recherche et de l ’ Innovation,  and the
experience of some of the copyright off ices in top universit ies around
the world in this regard.


